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Abstract: The shipbuilding industry has problems such as long transaction cycles,
many participating suppliers, and data sensitivity. A time-dimensional shipbuild-
ing information security sharing scheme based on an alliance chain is proposed to
solve this problem. The blockchain can better deliver value and protect user priv-
acy, the blockchain can directly complete the instant transfer of value through
smart contracts and tokens on the blockchain. We divide the program into three
parts: data preprocessing, data storage, and data sharing. For data sensitivity, data
confidentiality and reliability are handled separately. Aiming at the problem of
user privacy leakage in data storage, a privacy-protecting blockchain shared sto-
rage solution is proposed; for deduplication, two deduplication algorithms
between storage nodes and within storage alliances are proposed to ensure Data
information is not disclosed. Storage nodes are allowed to perform data dedupli-
cation, data sharing and down-loading, and use off-chain transactions to solve the
blockchain performance problems caused by frequent transactions. The scheme in
this paper carries out theoretical analysis from three aspects of correctness, secur-
ity and performance. Finally, this paper has carried out a comparative experimen-
tal analysis on the scheme, and the experimental results show that the proposed
scheme is feasible and efficient.
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1 Introduction

In actual work, due to the design of multiple platforms for manufacturing equipment and information
systems, it is difficult to collect information such as demand collection and status tracking, which
seriously affects the efficiency of interconnection and interoperability and restricts the application of
intelligent manufacturing. Traditional ship design and manufacturing enterprise information systems often
have problems such as low transparency and low efficiency. These problems potentially affect the final
time of ship delivery and acceptance and the life cycle of products. The critical task of improving the
cooperation efficiency of related enterprises in the ship design and manufacturing industry is to realize
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the vertical integration of the manufacturing industry’s internal systems. And the horizontal integration of
value chain and information flow between different manufacturing and design companies to realize the
intelligent interconnection of manufacturing plants and design companies. The traditional information
system in the design and manufacturing industry does not have collating and in-depth mining of the
effectively collected data. These tasks often rely on critical employees familiar with the business and a
leadership team with constructive thinking. Through blockchain technology and extensive data analysis,
these tasks can be evaluated to effectively establish an evaluation model for enterprises’ high-quality
development and help enterprises efficiently locate problems in cooperation.

The ship design and manufacturing industry have an increasingly urgent demand for information
construction. The establishment of intelligent factories and design institutes’ interconnection has become
the top priority of high-quality products in the ship design manufacturing industry. Blockchain
technology uses P2P storage architecture and hybrid communication protocols to realize crossplatform
information interconnection efficiently. Blockchain technology plays a vital role in high-quality
production because of its efficient way of storing data and its inability to tamper with data. For example,
in the traditional production model, the operation, production, and maintenance of equipment are often
recorded in isolated systems. Once a production accident occurs, it is difficult for the relevant
departments to ensure the records’ authenticity and consistency, and it is impossible to establish relevant
plans for accidents. Make improvements. By introducing blockchain technology, the cost of discovering,
tracking, and solving problems can be significantly reduced, and at the same time, the performance and
business level of all units in the blockchain can be evaluated more effectively.

Although the blockchain has many revolutionary advantages and shows considerable development potential
in the shipbuilding industry, there are still many shortcomings in the direct application of blockchain technology
in the shipbuilding industry. All aspects of ship design and manufacturing usually involve the enterprise’s
confidential information, and the direct use of distributed storage will bring about the risk of leakage.
Therefore, leaks have become a vital obstacle preventing companies from getting on the chain.

Shipbuilding enterprise cooperative alliances inevitably involve issues, such as profit distribution and
resource allocation. The distribution of enterprise cooperative alliances’ interests and resources needs to
be based on sensitive data such as output and sales. The centralized storage of these sensitive data related
to enterprises’ interests and cooperative alliances may lead to data loss, tampering, and forgery, leading to
inconsistent negotiation and uneven distribution of benefits due to inconsistent data during the subsequent
distribution of alliance benefits. To solve enterprise data storage security, academic researchers from all
walks of life have successively invested in innovative research and proposed many solutions, such as
encrypting data through symmetric encryption technology and asymmetric encryption technology
accessing data through user passwords and dynamic verification codes. Time identity verification, data
backup, and recovery through corresponding security backup software, but these solutions only involve
the storage security of individual enterprise data and are not enough to solve the alliance data storage
security problem in the enterprise cooperative alliance model.

For the cloud manufacturing service platform, its main body is composed of enterprises distributed in
different geographical areas, and the related business is relatively loose. The technical level, service level,
performance ability, and financial strength of the enterprise are uneven, and each participant’s information
in each link is scattered. Lack of mutual trust, the authenticity, reliability, and integrity of information are
not easy to guarantee [1,2]. Besides, different tasks have different trust and security requirements for
manufacturing service resources. For example, tasks involving confidential commercial data have higher
security requirements, and service resources also have different credibility according to their service
reputation and service mode differences. Therefore, a reliable trust mechanism play a highly critical role
in the cloud manufacturing service platform’s regular operation. In information systems, the relevant
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theories of trust evaluation have achieved many research results [3,4]. Bo [5] established a reputation
evaluation framework based on the two dimensions of reputation and collaboration. The trust in virtual
group pairs is divided into two parts: reputation and cooperation trust. They proposed a fuzzy multi-
attribute based on a binary fuzzy language representation—decision analysis method to evaluate virtual
team pairs’ complete trust. Ren et al. [6] combined the existing direct and indirect (recommended) trust
evaluation model and the third-party trust evaluation model to solve the lack of objectivity of the direct
and indirect trust model. Ge et al. [7] aimed at the subjectivity, ambiguity, and uncertainty of trust, using
fuzzy mathematics and probability theory, gave the mathematical definition of trust, and established trust,
including comprehensive trust evaluation trust calculation.

Wang [8] established a trust evaluation model based on the historical service information of cloud
resource providers from the four quality of service (Quality of Service, QoS) parameters: availability,
reliability, turnover efficiency, and data integrity, and proposed a way to achieve this. Trust management
system of trust model. Li et al. [9] introduced a third-party expert group’s trust evaluation, integrated
subjective trust, and objective trust into the trust evaluation process, combined a dynamic hierarchical
fuzzy system and trust evaluation, and proposed a multi-attribute fuzzy trust suitable for cloud
manufacturing environments. They evaluated the access control plan. Fang et al. [10] gave a trust chain
discovery algorithm considering the storage of credentials and authorization to prevent the leakage of
adequate sensitive information. In summary, existing research provides an excellent theoretical basis for
solving the problem of trust evaluation of business entities brought about by the cloud manufacturing
service model’s technical characteristics, such as remote services and distributed collaborative services.

Therefore, this article aims at the information encryption processing of the alliance chain and proposes a
blockchain-based shipbuilding information security sharing scheme for the current innovation and
development of the shipbuilding industry’s production organization model. A time-dimensional
shipbuilding information security sharing scheme based on an alliance chain is proposed to solve this
problem. We divide the program into three parts: data preprocessing, data storage, and data sharing. For
internal attacks and external attacks, data confidentiality and reliability are handled separately, and storage
nodes are allowed to perform data deduplication, and data sharing and downloading through off-chain
transactions solve the blockchain performance problems caused by frequent transactions.

2 Related Work

The proposal and development of blockchain technology provides a new idea for designing storage
systems-a decentralized shared storage system based on blockchain. The concept of blockchain was first
proposed by Zhang in 2008 [11]. The blockchain solves the double-spending problem and the Byzantine
problem by combining technologies such as Merkle trees, asymmetric encryption, consensus mechanism,
and time stamping. And it has the characteristics of decentralization, trustlessness, traceability, and non-
tamperability. At the same time, based on the blockchain technology, Nakamoto designed a decentralized
digital currency transaction system-Bitcoin in the paper, and achieved great success, which has attracted
widespread attention from academia and industry.

In recent years, the blockchain technology has achieved considerable development, has been widely
used in all walks of life, and a large number of very successful systems have emerged. In 2014, the
proposal of Ethereum greatly enriched the application fields and application scenarios of blockchain [12].
Ethereum is an open-source public blockchain platform that provides users with a decentralized Ethereum
virtual machine. Users can easily deploy smart contracts on Ethereum and develop their own blockchain
applications quickly and conveniently. In the storage field, some very successful blockchain projects have
also appeared, such as Sia [13], Metadisk [14], Filecoin [15], Storj [16], YottaChain [17] and Filenet [18].
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Sia [13] is an open source decentralized shared storage platform. Users and storage providers sign a
contract, and then store the contract on the blockchain, and the contract restricts the behavior of both
parties. By signing the contract, the storage provider is responsible for storing the customer’s data and
providing storage certification on a regular basis to ensure data integrity and availability. By providing
storage certification, the storage provider can obtain token rewards until the end of the contract. However,
Sia did not consider the issue of data security, nor did it consider the issue of data deduplication, so there
are security and storage efficiency issues.

Metadisk [14] and Storj [16] are blockchain shared storage systems based on Ethereum. There is no
centralized cloud service provider in the system to provide data storage services. Instead, users in the
network sell their free hard disk space to the network to form a public storage market for data owners.
Such users are called: Storage provider. When the data owner wants to upload a file, the data owner
encrypts and divides the file locally, and then uploads it to the storage provider in a distributed manner.
In order to prevent data unavailability caused by equipment failure, the system provides a redundancy
strategy, that is, while storing files, a certain amount of file backups is stored. In addition, the system
introduces the blockchain into the distributed storage system and uses the characteristics and technologies
of the blockchain such as decentralization, immutability, and smart contracts to further increase the
security of the system.

Filecoin [15] is a decentralized storage network, which complements Interplanetary file system (IPFS)
[19]. IPFS provides storage services for Filecoin, and Filecoin provides token incentives for IPFS,
encouraging users to provide storage resources for the IPFS system. The Chinese translation of IPFS is”
Interplanetary File System”, which is a peer-to-peer (P2P) distributed file system. The IPFS protocol
defines how files are stored, indexed, and transmitted in a distributed system, enabling permanent and
decentralized storage and sharing of files. The IPFS+Filecoin system improves system efficiency and
reduces system costs.

YottaChain [17] inherited the existing storage design of IPFS, added data security mechanisms, and used
zero-knowledge encryption to encrypt files, ensuring that only the data owner can know the contents of the
stored data files. On the basis of zero-knowledge encryption, YottaChain implements data deduplication on
stored files, saves storage space, and increases the utilization rate of storage space. In addition, YottaChain
has designed and implemented a file permission system and authorization mechanism to ensure that only
authorized persons can open files.

Filenet [15] is an incentive layer built on the IPFS protocol, and its goal is to create a low-cost and high
efficiency decentralized data storage network. Filenet provides a data promotion system that allows users to
obtain storage space to store and retrieve data without paying fees [20]. When the data is retrieved more
times, the data will gradually enter the public network and become popular data, and this data can
participate in mining.

In summary, the decentralized shared storage system overcomes the shortcomings of the centralized
storage system to a certain extent. It reduces the cost of data storage by using idle resources [21]. At the
same time, it stores multiple data backups in the system through a data redundancy mechanism. Ensure
the reliability of user data. However, the current popular decentralized shared storage systems, such as
Sia, Metadisk, Filecoin, Storj, YottaChain and Filenet, are all developed based on public chains [22]. Yes,
the data in the blockchain is open and transparent, and anyone can obtain the data in the block. The data
in these blockchains includes data summary information, transaction information, user address
information, etc., and attackers can obtain user privacy information by analyzing this public information
[23]. Therefore, the current blockchain shared storage system has privacy leakage problems. In addition,
in Sia, IPFS and Filenet systems, no file encryption measures are taken, so there are data security issues [24].
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3 Secure Data Sharing Scheme

3.1 Design Goals

Due to the dynamic and open nature of the shared storage system, data loss, data damage, and data
leakage problems will be caused. Simultaneously, because the blockchain data is publicly readable, it will
cause the leakage of user and storage node identity information and data information. Besides, the
existing shared storage solution’s payment system and storage system are highly coupled, and there are
problems of difficulty in expansion and compatibility.

In order to overcome the problems mentioned above, the design goals of this project are as follows:

� Coupling: Decouple the storage system and payment system to improve system scalability and
compatibility.

� Reliability: When the storage node is randomly offline or fails, the probability of data loss is
extremely low.

� Deduplication: In the case of data encryption, the storage node can identify and delete duplicate data.

� Protection: In the process of data upload, download, and deduplication, users and storage nodes will
not expose any data information and accurate identity information.

3.2 System Model

The blockchain shared storage system realizes the sharing of storage resources and bandwidth resources
through the p2p network without a central server. As shown in Fig. 1, the shipbuilding blockchain shared
storage system model includes three types of nodes: storage nodes, alliance company query nodes, and
blockchain nodes.

3.3 Data Sharing Scheme Based on Threshold Secret Sharing and Authentication Protocol

Multiple users participating in data sharing, that is, multiple nodes (set to n), can generate the system
private key in the following distributed way.

(1) Each node participating in data sharing randomly selects a number xi 2 Z�
q and a polynomial with

order t − 1.

fiðzÞ � xi þ ai;1zþ ai;2z
2 þ � � � þ ai;t�1z

t�1 mod l (1)

Figure 1: System model
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Obviously, there is the following formula.

xi ¼ fið0Þ (2)

(2) Each node participating in data sharing calculates the following formulas.

Si;j ¼ fiðjÞ (3)

And the Si,j is safely sent to another node in the blockchain.

(3) The system private key can be obtained by the following formula.

q ¼
Xn

i¼1
xi (4)

Authentication Protocol of Node

Any node that wants to join the blockchain network can join the network through the following
authentication protocol.

(1) Node u randomly selects a random number r1, and then computes the following signature.

y1 ¼ SigU ðV ; r1Þ (5)

(2) Node u sends its own implicit certificate (ICU, r1) and y1 to the management node v.
(3) The management node v uses certificate to verify the public key of node U.
(4) The management node v verifies whether the signature y1 is valid.
(5) If the signature y1 is correct, the authentication of node u is completed. After authentication, the node

u can join the network.

4 Experiment

Based on theoretical analysis and performance analysis, this section is based on the klauspost [25]
erasure code library, go crypto [26] cryptographic library, go pbc [27] library, and web3.js [28] library for
privacy protection. The blockchain shared storage solution was implemented. The solution is mainly
written in Golang language, using Truffle [29] suite to build a private Ethereum environment, using
Solidity language to write smart contracts and two languages, go and nodejs, interact through the RPC
protocol. The specific cryptographic algorithms and parameters used in the implementation of the scheme
are as follows:

� The hash function uses SHA256.

� The encryption uses AES 128.

� The Bloom filter false detection rate is set to 10-4.

� The erasure code parameter is set to (32, 16), which means The data is encoded into 32 data blocks,
and any more than 16 data blocks can restore the original data.

The software environment of this experiment is: 64-bit Windows 10 Professional operating system,
Golang language version is 1.12.1 x64, development environment is Visual Studio Code, blockchain
platform is Ethereum private chain, Truffle version is 5.0 .9, Node version is 10.15.3; hardware
environment is: Advanced Micro Devices(AMD) A10-5800 K processor, clocked at 3.8 GHz, 8GB dual-
channel memory, frequency is 1600 MHz, Micron BX500 series 240G solid-state hard drive, the interface
type is SATA3, sequential reading The writing speed is 540 and 500 MB/s respectively.
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To better evaluate the program’s performance, this section analyzes the privacy protection-oriented
blockchain shared storage program’s performance in the three stages of data preprocessing, data storage,
and data deduplication through experiments and compared it with other related programs [30]. The
experimental results as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 shows the computational time overhead of each step of data preprocessing for different sizes of
data. Among them, KeyGen represents the execution time of the key generation algorithm, Enc represents the
execution time of data encryption, EC represents the execution time of erasure code encoding, and Hec
represents the time required to calculate the hash of 32 code blocks [31]. The experimental results show
that with the increase of data, the time overhead increases almost linearly, and the calculation delay is
negligible relative to the network delay of transmitting data. In algorithm execution, EC is the most time-
consuming operation [32]. It takes 29.5 s to encode 1000 MB of data, and other operations take about 10
s. These time overheads are mainly limited by the reading and write rate of the hard disk. The calculation
time of the slow hash function in the KeyGen operation is constant, about 1.5 s, so it can effectively
increase the data’s difficulty being attacked by the offline dictionary.

Fig. 3 compares the influence of node reliability on data reliability under different redundancy modes.
As the reliability of storage nodes increases, the reliability of data stored through erasure code redundancy
and triple-copy redundancy also increases. However, the increase in reliability of data stored through erasure
code redundancy is higher than that of the three-copy redundancy method. For example, when the node
reliability is 0.9, the data reliability of redundant storage using three copies is 99.9%, and the reliability
of data redundant storage using erasure codes is 99.99999987%. However, in practical applications, data
reliability of 99.9% is far from enough, but when the node reliability is 0.3, triple copy redundancy is
64.32% higher than that of erasure code redundancy. Therefore, low-reliability nodes can be used to store
duplicate data, which improves data response time and makes full use of the storage and bandwidth
resources of low-reliability nodes.

Fig. 4 compares this paper’s gas consumption and the YottaChain [18] scheme in the data storage phase.
It can be seen from the figure that the gas consumption of the two schemes increases linearly with the increase
of the number of uploaded files [33]. However, this scheme’s increase in gas consumption is much lower than
that of YottaChain. The reason is that this solution only saves the Bloom filter on the blockchain during data
storage, thus avoiding saving all data summary information on the blockchain. However, due to the Bloom
filter’s preset bit array, the gas consumption when uploading a small amount of data will be slightly higher
than that of the YottaChain solution.

Figure 2: Comparison of influence of node reliability on data reliability
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5 Conclusion

To solve the problem of massive data storage and privacy protection, this chapter designs a privacy
protection-oriented blockchain shared storage scheme. Given users’ privacy leakage in data storage, a
privacy-protecting blockchain shared storage solution is proposed; in response to data deduplication, two
deduplication algorithms between storage nodes and within storage alliances are proposed so that no data
information is required to be leaked. The situation achieves data deduplication. Then, theoretically
analyze the scheme from three aspects of correctness, safety, and performance. Finally, a comparative
experimental analysis of the scheme was carried out, and the experimental results verified the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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Figure 3: Computational overhead of data of different sizes during data preprocessing
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